CONFIDENTIAL
VPS Terms and Conditions

VPS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Anzo Capital Limited is a well-capitalized firm regulated by International Financial Services Commission (IFSC), IFSC licence no. IFSC/60/482/TS/19).

1. In this promotion, Anzo Capital is offering MT4 VPS (Virtual Private Server) hosting as long as the Clients meet the requirements set in 		
these terms and conditions.
2. By opening a trading account under this MT4 VPS Service Program the Client acknowledges that he/she has read, and agreed to be bound by,
these terms and conditions as well as the Anzo Capital Trading Terms and Conditions.
3. Furthermore, the Client acknowledges that Anzo Capital provides the VPS Service Program via services rendered through aws.amazon.com. In
accordance to the terms and conditions as specified at Clause 2 above and/or in accordance to the Fair Usage Policy as well as the Service Provider
Terms and Conditions.
4. The Client acknowledges that he/she has read and agreed to be bound by, the Service Provider Terms and Conditions.
5. Anzo VPS service will give you access to a Windows 10 Server with 2 Virtual cpu, 4Gib RAM and 30 GB of Hard Drive Capacity.
6. Client can only use this VPS to run Anzo related trades.
7. VPS is provided free of charge for clients who have a daily average balance of at least USD 5000 and have traded 5 lots round turn per month.
8. For a Client to be able to continue receiving the MT4 VPS service for FREE he/she should meet the following criteria:
(a) Maintain a daily average balance of USD 5,000 on the last calendar day for every month; and
(b) At least complete a minimum monthly trading volume of 5 lots
9. For clients who do not meet the criteria, the VPS will cost USD 35 per month, with partial months pro-rated.
10. The fee will be deducted from the account wallet. In the event that there are not enough funds in the client’s wallet, the fees will be deducted from
the client’s MT4 account balance. If there are no more funds in the account balance, the client’s wallet will go into negative and the VPS will be
terminated.
11. The Client agrees and acknowledges that Anzo Capital is not responsible for any power or technical failures or any disconnection of the MT4
found on the VPS; this is a sole responsibility of the Client. In addition, the Client acknowledges that the VPS hosting is controlled by the Service
Provider and Anzo Capital shall not be liable for any possible error or breakdown of the hosting service including, but not limited to, any
communication/data failure,system errors, etc.
12. The Client agrees and acknowledges that Anzo Capital does not provide any guarantee of the data/application etc. that is kept on the VPS and
that Anzo Capital does not conduct any backups or provides any service to safeguard any data/information held on the VPS.
13. The Client agrees and acknowledges that VPS is the sole responsibility of the Client and that the Client should take all necessary measures to
secure and backup their own data/applications.
14. The Client agrees and acknowledges that Anzo Capital will only remedy faulty VPS systems by recreating the VPS i.e. “fresh install”, as initially
provided by Anzo Capital with just operating system and no other Client added data or applications.
15. The FREE VPS service is available on a per-client basis.
16. If Anzo Capital suspects that a Client has abused or attempted to abuse this promotion or otherwise acted with a lack of good faith towards Anzo
Capital, then Anzo Capital reserves the right, at its sole direction, to deny, withhold or withdraw from the Client his eligibility of participating in the
VPS service or promotion, even in cases where the Client meets the conditions set on above clauses, and if nescessary to cancel any terms
and conditions with respect to that Client, either temporarily or permanently, or terminate that Client’s access to the service and/or block that
Client’s account.
17. To request for VPS, please submit a support ticket to customer service via back office.
18. Anzo Capital reserves the right to modify, change or terminate this promotion/offer at any time without the consent of the Client.
19. The Client acknowledges that Forex and CFDs are leveraged products and involves a high level of risk. It is possible to lose all your capital. These
products may not be suitable for everyone and you should ensure that you understand the risks involved. Seek independent advice if necessary.
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